Please find the list of pooja items as shown below:

- Akshat (rice)
- Pushp (flower)
- Agarbatti with stand or something to hold agarbatti
- Desi ghee around 100 gm for hawan (melted in a steel katori)
- *Samidha (wood for Hawan)
- *Hawan samagri
- Match box (machis)
- *Supaari (2)
- Paan (3-4)- optional
- *Kapoor (camphor)
- Kalaai nada or Naada chadi (kalawa)
- *Narial gola (hard coconut - jata wala) for Kalash. If kalash is small, please do not buy the coconut.
- Kalash with two third filled clean water
- Roli or chandan
- *5 big steel bowl for hawan samagri or disposable bowl
- 5 small steel bowl (katoree) with 5 spoons with clean water
- Puja Deepak and Aartee ki thali
- 2-3 extra medium size steel plates and spoons
- 1-2 extra katori (steel bowl)
- Prasaad (optional)
- *Aluminium foil
- *Hawan Kund
- **21 deepak (small katori with batti). If 21 deepak is difficult, please have 5 deepak only.

* These items are required for Yagya using Hawan Kund.
** For Deep Yagya only.

If any of the above items are not available, please do not spend too much time/effort to get them. We will manage without them. Also, please contact us for Hawan Kund if you cannot get it on your own.